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Chapter 1

Summary & Introduction

During my study to become an electrotechnical engineer, I developed a spe
cial interest in the so called system-technology. System-technology is di
rected towards the design process as a whole and its object is to control
every step taken in the design process, from idea to realisation.

Somewhere in june 1987 I approached professor Dr. Ir. C.J. Koomen for a
graduation project in my area of interest, which resulted in a project on ana
log synthesis. Analog synthesis is a term used to describe meant the process
of generating an analog circuit with the aid of available circuit knowledge.
Some analog designs, (e.g. opamp's, DIA and AID convertors, analog fil
ters), are built from a limited number of transistor structures of which a
profound knowledge is available. An expert designer knows how and where
to use these structures best. When the basic construction of a circuit is
determined, the only task left is the sizing of the components. With the
available knowledge, the whole process should be suited to automize.
It was my task to design and build a system that automatically, with the use
of knowledge based techniques, could generate a class of operational ampli
fiers (opamp's) which could stand the comparison with an opamp designed
by an expert designer.
The task of designing an opamp usually takes a period of several weeks and
in case of a nonexperienced designer, several months. With the system this
should be reduced to a few hours, of course without failures.
Special attention should be given on how to describe the knowledge in a
knowledge-base. Furthermore, if possible, the existing framework of the
knowledge based verification program, VERA [C-29] should be used.
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In doing this project I started with a background study on knowledge
based systems, electronic circuits and synthesis systems. A background on
analog synthesis tools is given in chapter 2.
A framework for a system was proposed, based on ideas gathered out of
literature, discussions with my attendants and my own ideas. This frame
work was discussed and accepted. A description of the framework is found
in chapter 3.
Before starting to implement the system, I first investigated what kind and
to what extent a designer was able to generate information concerning a de
sign. Then it turned out that not enough information was available from the
designers. Especially reliable circuit behaviour describing formulas (equa
tions), with which the circuit components could be sized, could not be given.
At that moment I had to decide on what to do: build a framework which
was in fact worthless, because no reliable designs could be made with it, or
start with an analysis tool to generate the necessary equations.
I chose to start with the analysis tool which resulted in a routine that,
based on the principle of nodal network analysis, could derive the equations
needed. This analysis tool, called Formula, is described in chapter 4. With
Formula it is possible to derive circuit behaviour describing equations.
The next problem that occurred was how to solve a set of parameter equa
tions which had a set of conflicting constraints. The solution implemented,
described in chapter 5, is based on a combination of the so called Simplex
method of NeIder and Mead, not to be mistaken with the Simplex method
for linear optimization and Factor variation. Factor variation is a simple
routine that varies the variable proportion in order to find the best pro
portion. With these combined methods it was possible to find a reasonable
solution thereby synthesizing a circuit. However, it has to be remarked that
more-tests and experiments, on different circuits, have to be performed be
fore this conclusion can be drawn definitely.

When this conclusion is confirmed, a tool can be built using these routines,
with which at least machine done redesign of small circuits has become pos
sible. The final conclusions on the project are drawn in chapter 6.

Officially the project was called" Knowledge based synthesis of operational
amplifiers" and was conducted at the Philips Research Laboratories (the
Natlab) at Eindhoven, the Netherlands.
In doing this project I collaborated with three researchers. The two expert
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designers, Ir. Ivo Rutten (group Wouda) and Rob van de Grift (microtel),
were willing to let me use their knowledge on the functioning of analog
circuits. Both are expert designers in the area of analog circuit design and
momentarily working at the Natlab. As my supervisor, Drs. Ton Kostelijk
(group Nederlof) was responsible for the work I conducted. Much help was
given by him, especially on the algorithms.
All three were enthusiastic discussion partners and good and helpful critics
of my ideas. Here I would like to thank them for their enthusiasm and
comradeship during the time I worked with them.
Also I would like to thank Ir. Guido Schrooten (group Nederlof) for his
help during the first discussions, (he departed after a few months to work
at Briarcliff Manor), and Philips for giving me the opportunity to work in
such a high standing environment.
Last but not least I thank professor Koomen who, inspite of being very busy
and always running to another appointment, in one way or another managed
to find the time to discuss my work with me.

Robin van Raaij, Eindhoven, augustus 1988.
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Chapter 2

Analog synthesis tools: an
introduction

2.1 Why analog synthesis tools?

The why of an analog synthesis design tool is an easy tale to tell.
Why bother with analog circuitry at all one could ask, since even the more
classical analog applications, like analog filtering, can be replaced by digital
techniques. Furthermore the difference between analog and digital is dimin
ishing because it is recognized that many analog functions can be realized
with digital circuitry. Sometimes the digital solution is even better than the
analog one [A-ll].
There is a limit to this replacement process of analog by digital circuitry.
There are many places where analog circuitry is needed to interface between
the digital processing systems and the external environment where input or
output is continuous. A continuous variable voltage or current level cannot
be matched by digital circuitry. For instance in robotics and telecommuni
cation there is a large demand for analog interfaces.
Processing technology is developing rapidly thereby decreasing the mini
mum feature size of devices. This allows complex systems to be integrated
on one chip. Due to the system complexity, it is necessary to integrate ana
log and digital functions on one chip. For this reason implementation of
analog functions in for example MOS-technology has become increasingly
important. Much effort has been put into implementing functions such as
high speed DAC's and sampled data analog filters.
In many cases very high performance analog functions are not that much
required and a great number of moderate performance analog functions is
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sufficient.

Until recently almost every analog function had to be designed completely
by hand. It made no difference if it was a new design or a redesign according
to slightly different specifications. A designer starts with a circuit which he
expects to meet the specifications. This first guess is based on the experts
knowledge and experience. Then the circuit is simulated and after interpret
ing the results the designer decides what changes are necessary whereupon
he simulates again. This is a very time consuming process.

The reasons for building an analog circuit synthesis tool are:

• The manpower limitation, there are just a few analog experts that are
able to understand and solve the problems of high perfomance analog
functions.
Further development of the process technology contributes to this
problem by causing the increase of the transistor model complexity.

• Most designs done are relatively simple, for which a high expertise
level is not needed.

An anlog synthesis tool can take the burden from the expert in trivial" done
before" designs or redesigns so that the expert can concentrate on problems
where the expertise is best used.
For often used analog circuitry e.g. opamps, DIA-AID converters, a num
ber of circuit structures can be used which are well known by the expert.
A profound knowledge of these structures is available. Also the expert has
knowledge about the application domain. Then, when the basic circuit is
determined, only the sizing of the devices is left to be done.
With'the available knowledge this process is in principle suited for automa
tion.

2.2 Background information

It is only recently that design automation has begun to enter the analog
circuit domain and so the state of analog synthesis tools is quite immature.
Up to now, several implemented frameworks have been presented in litera
ture which more or less seem to work. In contrast there exist several good
working digital circuit synthesis tools.
First I will give some background information by reviewing the differences
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between digital and analog circuitry and explain different approaches to
wards analog synthesis tools.

If we consider the task of designing a functional block, to be implemented
on a VLSI circuit, then the overall highlevel synthesis task for either analog
or digital circuits is to interconnect a set of thoroughly designed components
in order to meet the functional specification of a block. The differences be
tween analog and digital design tasks can be classified into four categories:
size, hierarchy, process constraints and performance constraints [A-9].

Size:
Analog circuits tend to have fewer transistors than digital circuits. Never
theless, much more time is needed to design an analog circuit because of the
time needed to design the individual transistors. The difference is brought
about by the assumed functionality and reusability of an individual transis
tor.
A transistor in a digital circuit functions purely as a switch and the design
constraints for such a transistor are related to switch and delay times. Fur
thermore almost all transistors in a digital circuit are identical. Only those
transistors that have to perform a special task, like driving large loads, have
to be specially designed.
In analog circuits the circuit behaviour is strongly influenced by the inter
connection of the individual components which the circuit is built of. It is
also possible that an individual transistor performs more than one function.
On top of that, the function of a transistor, in relation with the circuit
behaviour, only becomes clear during the design process or even after the
design is completed. Therefore the electrical characteristics of every device
have ~o be designed very carefully.

Hierarchy:
When we observe the design process of an analog and a digital circuit we
notice for both a hierarchical way of doing the design.
For digital circuits there is a genera.l agreement about how and which steps
to take to get from specification to realisation:

• global function description

• translation to function blocks descriptions

• translation to gate networks

• translation to switch networks
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• circuit designs

• mask design

For analog circuits, there exists not such an agreement. However, there is
a hierarchy although the abstraction levels are not quite clear. For instance
for digital circuits, at the highest abstraction level, we simply ignore the
electrical characteristics of signals and take them into account on a lower
level. With analog designs even at the highest level we have to think about
low-level electrical characteristics. A different thing is, that a complex cir
cuit like an opamp in one situation might consist of one transistor while
in another situation might consist of 20 resulting in a completely different
hierarchical approximation of the design.
These extremities appear less frequently in digital designs.

Process constraints:
At the toplevel of the digital circuit design hierarchy the process constraints
are taken into account in a simplified form. The constraints are known and
there are possibilities to overcome problems created by these constraints.
With analog design the constraints are much more stringent. If for a certain
functional block, in a chosen design style, components are required to match
specific electrical characteristics which are not feasible in the process, then
it is simply useless to continue the design and another design style has to
be selected.
The design of the individual device characteristics is largely based on process
parameters. Inaccurate consideration of these process parameters can ruin
the performance of the whole circuit. This effect is much stronger during
the device by device design for analog circuits.

Performance constraints:
Also in this case there is a great difference in analog and digital design.
The behaviour of a digital circuit is specified by a purely functional descrip
tion. For analog circuits the behaviour is known implicitly e.g. an opamp
amplifies, an AID-convertor digitizes signals. The specifications of an analog
circuit are usually given by a set of parameters such as gain, phase-margin,
bandwidth, noise. These parameters constrain continuous quantities for ex
ample voltages or currents.

The differences between analog and digital circuit design make it obvious
why analog design is much more difficult and time consuming than digital
design.
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2.3 Different synthesis approaches

Analog design is difficult. It is perhaps even more difficult to design a fully
automated analog synthesis tool which generates reasonable designs that
work not only according to the functional constraints but are also compara
ble with expert made designs. Several attempts have been made to create
such a tool. In literature [A-l;A-16] one can distinguish three approaches:

• layout based approaches

• parameterized-structure approaches

• artificial-intelligence (AI), knowledge-based (KB) approaches

- layout based approaches:
Use of single-component arrays (= transistor or gate arrays) or circuit ar
rays (standard cell) in combination with place and route tools that use the
electrical characteristics of the available devices to create a layout in silicon.
The disadvantage of this approach is that, due to a limited set of device
types that are predesigned and fixed in componentsize, the realizable per
formance variation is reduced. This means that the circuit design itself is
constrained.

- parameterized-structure approaches:
This approach uses standard cells as building blocks. It differs from the
layout-based approach in that the designer can parameterize some of the
cells. In fact this works like a module generator because part of a circuit is
fixed and the remainder is parameterized. This approach permits a wider
range of performance specifications compared to the layout based approach
but also limits the possibilities in circuit design.

- artificial-intelligence, knowledge based approaches:
Early work on application of artificial intelligence (AI) to analog circuit de
sign was concentrated on two techniques. The first concentrated on circuit
design starting from the component level. By using information about the
terminal behaviour of a component and the effects and influences of the
interconnecting pattern of components, a circuit design was made to yield
a specific circuit specification. Due to the difficulty of relating component
terminal behaviour toward the system function only a few simple circuits
were designed. .
This technique strongly depends on rules that were derived in understanding
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the qualities of a component and the interconnecting pattern. Development
of these rules is still in progress at the Technical University of Delft by E.H.
Nordholt who is working in the group of professor J. Davidse. They try to
find rules with which they, starting with a common emitter transistor, can
build a circuit. They obtained some results but are still far from the point
where they can design large circuits. The wilder the interconnecting pattern
(e.g. feedforward or feedback loops) the more difficult to find a rule that is
satisfactory.

The second technique was based on the use of circuit analysis programs like
EL from Stallman and Sussman [A-I] or EQUAL from De Kleer [A-5]. Cir
cuit analysis programs try, in reasoning about a circuit, to explain how the
function of a circuit is related to its structure. EL uses heuristic inspection
techniques to analyse the circuit by propagation of constraints. EQUAL
is based on the intuitive qualitative reasoning that electrical engineers use
when they analyse a circuit. The problem with tools that used this tech
nique was that they were very good learning tools but unable to design a
circuit according to the specifications. Infact they lacked the design rules
which, among others, Nordholt is searching for.
It is said [A-9] that causal models and qualitative reasoning advance AI re
search more than analog synthesis research.

The expert-system technology seems more promising. Using this technol
ogy to automate the analog design process requires, that the human expert
designers knowledge is captured and put in such a form that a machine can
handle it. It is very difficult to capture this knowledge especially in this area
were every expert has his own method to attack and solve a problem. The
method also varies with the constraints a design has to meet. Although the
reasoning patterns used by analog designers are not yet understood, it is
observed that most designers start by subdividing the system into smaller
blocks [C-36]. The more experience and knowledge an expert has, the better
he is able to partition the system and to relate parts of the system with the
constraints.
Several systems using the knowledge based approach more or less seem to
work.

In designing a circuit, about 90% of the time is spent simulating the cir
cuit and interpreting the simulation results. During the remaining 10% the
designer is really creative in generating new- ideas. This is recognized by
some synthesis tool designers and so tools have been built that combine the
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knowledge based approach with a simulator. The knowledge base contains
rules to interpret the simulation results and to take appropriate steps. Tools
like Delight-Spice [A-13] and OP1 [A-14] use this combination. In both cases
the Spice simulator is used as a passive tool.

Next to these three approaches there exist programs that are written to
redesign a specific cicuit according to different specifications. One such a
program, SCOPA [C-37] is used in Philips to design series of Miller-opamps.
This program contains an extensive description of the Miller-opamp circuit.
It took about two years to get the necessary circuit information and to write
the program. One of the conclusions which is drawn from the experience
with this more specific approach is that it is a tedious job to do and on top
of that, the program loses value because of process technology developments
(see also section 1 of the next chapter).

2.4 Literature examples

I will briefly describe Blades, Oasys and Idac as examples of the knowledge
based approach.

Blades stands for Bell Laboratories Analog Design Expert System [A-6,15].
The architecture is based on circuit partitioning and the use of subcircuits
as standard building blocks. Circuits on component level are not designed.
The system consists of a general design expert manager, that coordinates
the systems actions and subcircuit-experts, that contain detailed knowledge
and basic circuits concerning a subcircuit type. Given a circuit specification
the general design expert manager attempts to define a topology using the
available building blocks. The subcircuits are then connected and tested.
Necessary changes are made based on the analytical test results.
The number of stages and their internal architecture depends on the input
specifications translation by global formulas.
The knowledge base Blades uses, consists mainly of a large collection of sub
circuits, frequently used in analog designs.
The time needed to design an opamp is Claimed to be approximately 20
minutes.

Oasys, a prototype OpAmp Synthesis System [A-9].
The architecture is based oli a hierarchy by which first a fixed topology is
selected and secondly by using a planning mechanism, the proper sized tran-
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sistorized circuit is fit in. The preconditions for selecting a transistorized
circuit are set by translation of the global specifications.
The knowledge base contains basic circuits, topologies and plans. Every
topology has its own plan. In a plan the translations operations are de
scribed. For an opamp topology approximately 25 plan (= translation)
steps and 10 plan modification steps are needed.
The 25 plan steps translate the overall constraints to transistor constraints
while the modification steps modify the translation process in case a speci
fication is not met. Oasys needs approximately 2 minutes to synthesize an
opamp.

IDAC is a program for Interactive Design of Analog Circuits.[A-4]
Starting from technological data and building block specifications the pro
gram synthesizes a circuit in just a few seconds. The program consists of
a knowledge base that contains circuits with relating formulas and a user
interface. By using the formulas the program attempts to meet the user
specifications.

With respect to these three systems and the other systems mentioned in
literature, only a few reports exist concerning analog synthesis designed cir
cuits that are simulated, fabricated and tested. This means it is very difficult
to value these systems. However in every respect it is a great advantage that
some of the sytem proposals are implemented and tested since presenting
a proposal for a global framework to perform analog synthesis is not the
problem, implementing it in a way that it works is!
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Chapter 3

A framework proposal

In this chapter I will motivate the reasons behind the system structure I
proposed. First the system specifications are discussed, after which the
framework is described.
Those who are acquinted with the literature on the subject of analog synthe
sis systems will notice some resemblance with existing (or proposed) system
frameworks. That is no coincidence since I used part of the ideas, which
I thought were very useful, in combination with my own observations and
ideas. The result however, is again another point of view relating to the
problem of analog synthesis.

3.1 System constraints

Although the task of designing and building a knowledge based synthesis
system was aimed at opamps, the system should be structured in such a
way that it could handle other circuits or circuit combinations also.
In order to determine the specifications of the synthesis system an idea
for a larger framework was proposed by Rob van de Grift and Ivo Rutten.
This idea was based on activities in other projects and projects planned.
The idea, which I will not discuss extensively was called" an Architecture
specific silicon compilation". The framework could be roughly divided into
two major blocks: an electrical design (synthesis) block that synthesized an
electrical circuit and an optimiser block that would finetune the circuit to
the specifications (figure 3.1).
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-tuned circuit
---+ Circuit Synthe!.lie

Circuit Fine
Circuit Optimizer

Ull'er-ll'pecification

figure 3.1

During the discussions based on this framework, the following specifications
were set for the synthesis system:

• The system contains general circuit knowledge, basic designs and basic
formulas.

• The system inputs are: the user-specifications according to which a
design should be done and process technology specifications.

• The system output is a circuit diagram with sized components that
satisfies the user-specifications. The output was meant to be an almost
certain good solution (a good first shot) with which the optimiser block
could come towards a near perfect solution.

Perhaps one of the most important things to be kept in mind is the meaning
of process technology on the value of a synthesis system. A separate tech
nology input file is sufficient to make the system usable for different process
technologies.
The lipeed with which process technology is developing is a more serious
problem. If we describe a circuit we use certain models for the circuit com
ponents. A model can be viewed as a combination of capacitors, resistors
and voltage controlled current sources, see figure 3.2. Depending on the pro
cess technology used and the influence of a component on circuit behaviour,
some of the model components can be neglected. This is very practical if
we want to derive formulas which describe the circuits functionality. When,
due to development of the technology, the minimum feature size of devices
in a technology shrink, the importance of the model components changes.
As a result, model components that could be neglected before, can now be
come crucial for a correct description of the circuit. This means that the
derived formulas, wherefore a simplified model was used, can be wrong. In
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worst case all descriptions of the circuits become worthless and with it the
synthesis system. More or less this is what happens with SCOPA [C-37],
a computer program that generates series of Miller-opamps. So it is very
important that the system should be indifferent or adjustable to technology
changes.

G-r
Cgs

I--"""T""--"""T""----r--- D

Cd!!

S

figure 3.2, MOS-tran!!illltor and transistor model

During discussions with the designers it turned out that, when designing a
system that would contain circuits and circuit knowledge, it would not be
such a bad idea to use the system for other things as well, namely as a kind
of archive, not only for storing a complete design but also useful parts of it
(e.g. current sources). The reason why is that the way designs are described
and archived now is insufficient. First of all designers are not motivated to
write an extensive report about their design because they are pressurized
to start a new design a soon as possible. Furthermore, one simply forgets
to write down important things because they seem trivial at the time. As
a result, it is not uncommon that when a designer is asked to redesign his
design according to slightly different specifications, it takes him quite a while
before he has regained all the ins and outs of his design. It is even worse
if the original designer has left the company and someone else has to do it.
Also knowledge simply cannot be found because of the amount of knowledge
available and the way it is saved.
In my opinion a synthesis system should only be used to archive knowledge
that is vital for synthesizing circuits. Storing every designed circuit will
create an enormous overhead, detoriating the systems performance. When
a general archive function is needed, a dedicated sytem should be made for
it.
When in the following the archive function is mentioned, only the storage
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of knowledge vital to the system is meant.

Summarizing:

• the system should be able to perform the following functions:

design a circuit according to the specifications of a parameter set

redesign a circuit according to slightly different specifications

archive a circuit design, time needed to feed a new design into
the system should be kept to a minimum

be able to generate separate structures on request, for instance
current sources, out of archived designs to be reused by a designer

• the system input is:

process technology parameters

user specifications

• the systems output consists of a sized transistorised circuit

• the system must be indifferent or adjustable to technology changes

3.2 System proposal

In combining my own ideas and ideas obtained by studying literature a
system configuration, shown in figure 3.3, was proposed with which synthesis
was possible.
The framework is based on hierarchy in which a circuit can be viewed as
a combination of separate building blocks. This stems not only from the
observations as discussed in chapter 1. When reading articles or books on
electronic circuit design, circuit and circuit behaviour are always explained
by the use of so-called basic circuits. Although I realize that explaining
a circuit is not a guarantee that it is also possible to construct a circuit
that way, it is an argument for using such a hierachical approximation to
synthesize circuits in a case where one uses known topologies. I chose for the
use of known topologies because there exist no rules or methods with which,
starting from scratch and according to some parameter constraints, a circuit
can be constructed. On the c"ontrary, for several circuit types e.g. opamps or
switched-capacitor-filters, so much knowledge is available that enough fixed
topologies can be found with which a broad spectrum of specifications can
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be reached.
When using a fixed topology, the interconnection pattern of the building
blocks that construct the circuit on top level is known. This pattern can
be used to translate from top-level specifications towards specifications for
the building blocks. According to these specifications a transistorized basic
circuit can be selected.

user-specification

process technology specification
I
t

SELECTOR 1

~

TRANSLATOR

PLANNER

process technology

~ specification

SELECTOR 2

user-specification

!
EVALUATOR

sized transistorized ci.rcuit

figure 3.3
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In the following explanation the evaluator input on the separate blocks
is ignored. The meaning of this input will be explained when the evaluator
block is discussed. The knowledge in the knowledge base (KB) is partitioned
into knowledge that is used to make a decision, called KB-rules (e.g. design
rules) and knowledge out of which a selection can be made, called KB-facts
(e.g. a set of basic circuits).

3.2.1 Selector-1

user-specification

process technology-specification

evaluator-input

circuit-topologies
I

SELECTOR 1

figure 3.4

knowledge- base

circuit description

input:

User specifications.
Process technology specifications.

bUildiJ block,

output:

A circuit topology in terms of interconnected building blocks in short:
a circuit description.

KB-facts:

Circuit topologies with relevant globa~ formulas which estimate the
possibilities of an architecture.
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Building blocks with relevant global formulas which estimate the pos
sibilities of a block.

KB-rules:

Design rules, rules of thumb.

function:

A topology is selected with which the interconnection pattern and the
building blocks are fixed.
A building block performs a function. Depending on the specifications
a building block can have a simple or a complex structure, an output
block can consist of 1 or e.g. 10 transistors, thus having a more com
plex structure. If it has a more complex structure, the building block
itself is constructed of sub-building blocks. So Selector-l implicitly
determines the complexity of a building block by selecting it.
Choices made are based on formulas and design rules.

3.2.2 Translator

user-specification

process technology-specification

selector-l input

r--+ TRANSLATOR

knowledge-base evaluator input

block and subblock specification

figure 3.5 .
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input:

User specifications.
Process information.
A circuit topology.

output:

Specifications for every building block and specifications for every sub
building block.

KB-rules:

Rules to relate a block behaviour to parameters.
Rules to interpret the influence of a technology parameter on a building
and sub-building block.
Rules to divide a parameter specification among building and sub
building blocks.

function:

To translate the circuit specifications towards building and sub-building
block specifications by using rules and topology related formulas.

3.2.3 Planner

circuit description

evaluator-input

PLANNER

pIan

task selector 2

figure 3.6
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input:

A circuit description.

output:

An instruction for selector-2 of where to start selecting and sizing the
circuits, which perform the functionality of a building or sub-building
block.

KB-facts :

A plan relevant to a topology and building blocks of how to attack the
topology in order to synthesize the circuit.

function:

Managing the working order of selector 2.

3.2.4 Selector-2

block and subblock specification

process technology-specification

planner input

r----+ SELECTOR 2

knowledge-base schematics and formulas

subblock schematics and formulas

figure 3.7
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input:

Technology information
Block specification from the translator.
Instructions from the planner.

output:

Circuit schematic with corresponding, relevant formulas.

KB-facts :

Basic circuit schematics with belonging formulas.

KB-rules:

Rules on how to select the best circuit according to the specifications.

function:

To select a transistorized schematic that can match the specifications.

3.2.5 Evaluator

block and subblock specification

subblock schematics and formulas

user-specification

EVALUATOR

knowledge-base

corrective measurements

sized transistorized circuit

figure 3.8
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input:

Circuit schematics with belonging formulas.
Translator specifications.
User specifications.

output:

Completed (sized) circuit schematics with component specifications
according to the user specifications or a best possible schematic.
Corrective measurements.

KB-rules:

Analytical rules concerning the interpretation of the results.
Rules on how to react on the outcome of the analysis.

function:

To solve the equations according the specifications.
When it turns out that it is not possible to match a specification, give
instructions:

• to select another circuit (by selector-2)

• to adjust the specification (by the translator)

• to select a complete new topology (by selector-l)

This is what is meant by corrective measurements.

3.3 Evaluation of the proposed framework

This proposal was discussed with and by my attendants and accepted. A
problem was signalled on what to do about DC problems. Choices made,
based on high-frequency characteristics, can conflict with DC demands.
The request to minimize the time needed to introduce a new design into the
systems data (knowledge) base can be honored by structuring the circuit
knowledge with help of the system. In this phase it was suggested that per
haps a kind of formula generator could be of help but that was found not
necessary.
No solution was found to solve the problem of the adjustability of the sys
tem towards rigorous technology changes. For the moment the system was
relatively independent towards technology cha.nges by using a separate tech
nology input.
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Realizing the complexity of the whole project it was necessary to concen
trate on a task with which the principal functioning of the system could be
tested and that was surveyable. Doing a redesign was perfectly suited for
this. Talking in terms of the system it meant to design and build first: the
translator, the planner and the evaluator.
Before starting to do this I had to find out what kind and to what extent a
designer was able to give information about a newly finished design. As a
test two designers were interviewed about a design they had made, according
to the following information model.

1. Generate a nodal description of the design.

2. Which parameter set characterizes the circuit sufficiently.

3. Divide the circuit into signalpath components and none signalpath
components.

4. Distinguish current-voltage sources, reference sources, levelshifters and
protection circuitry.

5. Distinguish the remaining parts of the circuit as separate building
blocks.

6. Mark transistor devices that have to be identical, e.g. the transistors
in a differential pair.
Mark transistors that differ only a factor in length or width in respect
to each other, e.g. from a reference current source derived current
sources.

7..Define the operational area of every transistor.

8. Give simplified formulas describing the circuit behaviour in terms of
circuit parameters defined by component parameters.
With these formulas it must be possible to estimate the circuit range.

9. Give a connection between specification and component parameters in
formula form.

10. Give a criterion of how to divide the realisation of a specification to
parts of the circuit (e.g. gain, to be realized in input and output stage,
factorized as 1 to 5).

11. Describe how to approach the circuit when sizing the components.
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12. Give rules of thumb to initialize the search towards a solution.

During the interview several problems occurred. First it was disputed if
and how to partition the circuit into separate blocks. It was not always pos
sible to tell unambiguously to which block a certain component should be
attributed because it had a major influence on the behaviour of more blocks
and without including it in the blocks, it was not realistic to distinguish
blocks. So the question arose if it was necessary to do so since the complete
circuit behaviour could be captured in a few formulas. The latter turned
out to be an even more serious problem.
To describe a circuit parameter in terms of component parameters was not as
easy as expected. It was very difficult for a designer to give detailed formulas
because during the design the only formulas used are simplified formulas. Of
the simplified formulas one could question the reliability because in a new
design not all the effects of a component on the circuit behaviour are com
pletely understood. Therefore component influences are sometimes wrongly
related with a certain effect on a parameter resulting in wrong formulas.
According to the formulas, let there be no doubt that an expert designer
can thoroughly describe a circuit by formulas. The only question is how
long it would take to do so. Experience with SCOPA has taught that for a
relatively simple circuit it took about two years to describe it in such a way
that dependable redesigns could be made. The people who created SCOPA
will never want to do such a terrible job again. Furthermore SCOPA will
become relatively worthless when the process technology used is further de
veloped or changed and certain neglects in device models are not allowed to
be made anymore.
Returning to the question of whether partioning a design in separate blocks
is ne~essary. Because of the archive function it is important to do this in
case of reference sources and other clearly distinct and reusable basic cir
cuits. For doing redesigns its important to identify identical parts, e.g. much
common in ladder structures, to facilitate the resizing of components. Oth
erwise it is not really necessary to do so other than with the trivial parts
like current sources. The formulas are sufficient.
This thesis only holds if we can generate the formulas which describes every
parameter related with component parameters. Of course the Kirchoff-laws
derived DC-formulas are not the problem. The AC-small signal domain for
mulas are. Because of reasons described before and summarized below these
formulas could not be given by a designer.

- Deriving formulas is a tedious and time consuming job.
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- When a designer derives formulas he uses simplified models for the
transistors. The use of these simplified models is only allowed if the
assumptions made, according to the models, can be verified.

- Component influences are sometimes wrongly related with a certain
effect on a parameter resulting in wrong formulas.

A routine was needed with which a formula could be generated. Instead of
continuing the development of the synthesis tool, I started with a not yet
available analysis tool. Sansen at the university of Leuven is developing such
a tool (see also the next chapter). After finishing this task I would return
my attention towards synthesis.
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Chapter 4

Formula, a formula generator

4.1 Introduction

Formula is meant to derive circuit behaviour describing formulas (equations)
which could not be given by a designer. Formula is doing the same job and
is based on the same method as part of a program under development by
Sansen at the University of Leuven, Belgium [e-30]. The idea of writing
a routine to derive formulas existed before I new of the work from Sansen
who, as it turned out, also had a contract with Philips concerning further
development of the program. I proceeded with my own routine because the
program was not yet available.
Formula is based on nodal linear network analysis by use of a nodal admit
tance matrix. A description of this method can be found in every handbook
concerning network analysis or basic lecture notes on electronics e.g. [B
23,26]. I will give here only a short description of how to construct a nodal
admittance matrix.

4.2 Direct construction of a nodal admittance
matrix

A nodal admittance matrix is constructed by proceeding through the fol
lowing steps:

1. The circuit components are, if necessary, replaced by a component
model! that consists of current sources, resistors and capacitors.

IRemark: It is also possible to use norators and nullll.tors to describe a component model
but the program is not implemented to use such a modelllo I will not mention it further.
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2. The circuit nodal points are numbered 1 to n where the lowest numbers
are reserved for first the input nodes and second the output node. The
numbering order of the remaining nodes is free.

3. The connection between two nodes is called a branch which can consist
of multiple elements. There are two types of branches:

Type-1 The admittance branch.
The typical branch is directed from node m to n with an admit
tance Yr as a two-terminal element (figure 4.1). Now Yr is placed
in the matrix on the following positions:
+ Yr on positions MM and NN
- Yr on positions MN and NM

M N
Yr

figure 4.1

Type-2 The voltage controlled current branch.
A typical branch is directed from node i to j containing a voltage
controlled current source (figure 4.2). The controlling voltage is
connected between node k l.
Now the transconductance factor Gm, is placed in the matrix on
the following positions:
+ Gm on positions IK and JL
- Gm on positions IL and JK

L ...,

K ----,_....J

figure 4.2
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The sum of all elements in a row and the sum of all elements in a column
must be zero. In figure 4.3 an example is shown.

1

I
Cgd

• lcgs G2
G2

=l
VI Gil

C
4

figure 4.3a

jw(Cgs + Cgd) -jwCgd -jwCgs 0

Gm -jwCgd GO+G2+ -GO - Gm - jwCds -G2
jw(Cds + Cgd)

-Gm - jwCgs -GO - jwCds GO+Gl+Gm+ -Gl-jwC
jw(Cgs + Cds + C)

0 -G2 -Gl- jwC Gl + G2 + jwC

figure 4.3b

The items listed in the array of figure 4.3b are admittances.
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A circuit is viewed at as a two-port network, (figure 4.4), with one com
mon reference.

I 2

il two-port network i2

VI V2

3 I 3

figure 4.4

The relation between voltages and currents is given by:

(
i1 ) = (Yll Y12) ( VI )
i2 Y21 Y22 V2

In general we have got an n-port network which we have to reduce to a two
port network. In order to do this, the matrix is ordered in input node on
row and column 1 and output node on row and column 2. A reference node
is selected (node 3 in figure 4.4) and the belonging row and column number
can be deleted (see also method description in literature). We now transform
the n-1 by n-1 matrix into a 2 by 2 matrix by repeatedly using Cramers rule.
As an example lets use a 5 by 5 matrix that we transform in a 2 by 2 matrix.

Yll Y12 : Y13 Y14 Y15 :
.. _-----------------~

Y21 Y22 Y23 Y24 Y25

Y31 Y32· : Y33 Y34 Y35· ( Yll Y12 )
=> Y21 Y22

Y41 Y42 : Y43 Y44 Y45,

Y51 Y52 : Y53 Y54 Y551,. __________________ J
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The transformation to for instance Y12 is done as follows:

Y12 Y13 Y14 Y15
Y32 Y33 Y34 Y35
Y42 Y43 Y44 Y45
Y52 Y53 Y54 Y55

Y33 Y34 Y35
Y43 Y44 Y45
Y53 Y54 Y55

The denominator is the determinant of the matrix formed by the indices of
the to be reduced nodal points. The numerator is the determinant of the
matrix formed by the indices of the to be reduced nodal points, the element
whose new value we want to account and the row and column above and
beside the to be reduced nodal points.
For Y12 in the original matrix, dashed boxes are drawn arround the ele
ments that form the numerator.
The same is done for Yll, Y21 and Y22. In general: let the original matrix
describe n nodal-points. The to be reduced nodal-points are the nodes k
to n. The matrix formed by these nodes is indicated by AA: n' Every new
element Yi,i is then accounted by: '

Yi,i Yi,A: - - - Yi,n

Out of the 2 by 2 matrix we can derive several circuit characteristics like
gain, input-impedance, output-impedance, CMRR etc. because they are
simple relations of e.g. Vin-Vout or Vin-lin. With this method, the influ
ence of components and component-parameters on circuit characteristics is
accounted.
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4.3 Results

After implementing the theory I experimented with several circuits and then
it became very clear why a designer uses very simplified models and even
then will think twice before starting to derive a formula. I mention the
results of the ~:~t transfer function of two simple opamp circuits as an il
lustrative example. The opamp of figure 4.5 contains 5 different transistor
devices and for the transfer function generates 7 pages (A4) of output. The
opamp of figure 4.6 contains 6 different transitor devices and generates more
than 60 pages (A4) of output. We are talking about just one equation! In
trying to generate the transfer function for an 8 different transistor devices
complex circuit, the 50 Mbyte memory space of the VAX was to small to
generate the formula.

--1

Vee

figure 4.5, Miller opamp

M3

M4

figure 4.6, OTA
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Not only the amount of memory space but also the cpu-time needed to
generate a formula demanded optimisation of the program on which much
time was spent. Optimising the program however, did not yet solve the
problem of the gigantic output. To reduce the formula length two methods
have been implemented:

• A possibility to reduce the model to simplify the expression.
Parts of the model can be neglected, for every transistor or for any
individual transistor in the circuit .

• A possibility to reduce the expression by numerical valuation.
The expression is compounded of jwn fractions. A fraction consists
of a symbolic sum of products. A value is attached to every symbol
which indicates the magnitude of the symbol. There is made no dis
tinction between components. Every parasitic capacitor, every capac
itor, every admittance, every transconductance is valuated the same
(Gm = 10-3 , CGs = 10-13 etc).
Of a fraction, the maximum product contribution is accounted. All
contributions smaller than a user chosen percentage of the maximum
are deleted. The percentage can be set to every real number equal or
smaller than 100%. Depending on the percentage chosen, the reduc
tion is substantial. In appendix-A, the results of the transfer function
for the circuits in figure 4.5 are listed in .a table. Also in appendix-A
an example of a 10% reduced transfer equation of the circuit in figure
4.5 is given.

There are two possibilities for reducing the expression by valuation:

- after the expression is completed

during the formatting of the expression

When the second option is chosen an error is introduced since identical
products, when valuated seperately, are deleted but summed would be
taken into account. Symbolic summation however is done only after
the whole expression is formatted. During the experiments on five dif
ferent circuits it turned out that this error is small for a factor above
10, less then 5% of a fractions total value (worst case experimental
result).

Use of the second option is sometimes a necess}ty because the virtual memory
is too small. The program will generate a warning in this case.
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4.4 Conclusions

Formula is very useful for deriving formulas. A user is able to reduce ex
pressions according to his own wishes. Four different ways for deriving
expressions have been implemented but this was only done to experiment.
With a better user-interface, the user should be able to define any formula
derivation and is limited only by the possibilities to recognize a formula in
a nodal admittance matrix structure.
Although formula was in the first instance meant to derive formulas used for
redesigning a circuit, it can also be useful in a design process by a designer
to check the influence of a component on a parameter. As an example I
recall the experience of an expert designer during a demonstration of the
similar program of Sansen when a component had influence on a parameter.
The expert, who was certain of the fact that it could not have any influence,
was wrong!

One major drawback is the enormous output generated by the program. A
problem that perhaps can be solved by a different way of formatting the
formula. There was no time available to investigate this possibility.
Another possible solution I suggest is found in the formula structure. For
large circuits, there are many (n) nodes and components, also the amount
of jw fractions is up to n. If the frequency domain in which a circuit is
meant to function is taken into account, the contribution of the highest jw
fractions can be neglected thereby reducing the formula. This of course also
depends on what information one is looking for. As an example:

1gain 1=11000000 + (jw * 0.0001) I

If the maximum frequency is lOMHz then the jw-factor can be neglected.
In using such knowledge when deriving formulas for large ciruits, not only
the output is reduced but also the CPU-time needed to account the formula
is reduced because not everything need to be accounted for. The option to
set a limit to the amount of jw fractions will be implemented.
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4.5 Program description

The program consists of 16 functions, whose functionality I will explain in
brief.

• Formula
Formula is the main body of the program and acts more or less as
a user-interface. The user is questioned on what equation is to be
derived, if the model used for the transistor component has to be
simplified, if reduction by numerical valuation is required, if the result
has to be saved.
Formula then invokes the appropriate functions to derive the desired
equation.

• admittance-matrix-generator(AMG):
The AMG takes a spice-like inputfile, an example is shown in appendix
A, and places the components into a nodal admittance matrix as ex
plained in this chapter. Therefore AMG uses the functions

NMOS

- PMOS

resistor

capacitor

These functions contain the model definition of a component and when
called, return the model-components and the positions of their entries
in the nodal admittance matrix.
Furthermore, AMG generates an INFO (INFOrmation) list which con
tains information about which nodal numbers where used in the circuit
description, how many components of a kind are encountered, to what
nodes voltage and current sources are connected.
INFO has the following format:

( (nodal-numbers)
(+DC-node -DC-node GND-node dc-current-node +AC-node -AC-node)
( (Transistor-indices)

(Resistor-indices)
(Capacitor-indices))

(nodal list of nodes used in the sparse matrix))
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The dc-current-node is the connection node between a symbolic cur
rent source and the circuitry.
The information in the last entry of INFO is added by the make-sparse
function. The information in INFO is used throughout the formula and
synthesis program.

• make-sparse (MS)
MS transforms an array in to a sorted sparse matrix. The matrix
is sorted in Vin-node, V-out-node and other nodes. The DC-nodes
and the reference node are deleted. The result is a nodal admittance
matrix of the AC-small-signal circuit schematic.
The nodes that construct the sparse matrix are added to the INFO
list.

• N-matrix, Prob
N-matrix generates the determinant or sub-determinant of a matrix.
Prob is used to call N-matrix from the main program. A separate
call function is used because N-matrix invokes itself repeatedly with
different initial variables.

• Popper, Layer-reductor (LR), Reduce-and-sort (RAS)
These functions write out the nested sum and multiplier expression.

((m * a * b* (c + d)) + (n * n))

JJ

((m * a * b* c) + (m * a * b * d) + (n * n))

.Popper does this by recursively calling itself every time a new list
is encountered, writing out this new list first. For large expressions
control stack problems occur.
To overcome this problem LR was written. LR performs, in writing
out an expression, the same function as popper. Furthermore, LR
separates the elements in positive and negative jw-fractions by use of
the RAS function. Also a reduce-list is included. The elements in this
list are neglected by LR, when writing out the nested expression.
LR first determines how many nested layers the expression has, then
LR starts writing out the two inmost layers and from there outward,
a layer at a time.
LR uses popper to write out a'layer. LR uses RAS to sort the layer
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elements in positive and negative elements and to separate them in
jw-fractions.
Elements in the reduce-list are deleted thereby reducing the expression.

If requested, LR invokes the numerical-reductor routine, to further
reduction of the expression.

• Numerical-reductor (NR), Call-num
As explained in section 1.3, every symbol in the list is given a value
after which the maximum of a jw-fraction is calculated. Depending
on the percentage chosen, elements within a certain percentage of the
maximum, are deleted from the expression.
Call-num is used to invoke the numerical reductor.

• Symbolic-reductor (SR)
SR collects identical symbol or symbol combinations to reduce the
length of the expression.

SR does this by using hash-tables. The expression can be further
reduced by the numerical-reductor.

• Displayer
Displayer formats the output (an example is shown in the appendix
A) of the formula program. The length of the expression is calculated
and the user is asked if the expression has to be saved in a file in the
directory and/or shown on the screen.

• .Symbol-combination-counter (SCC), Call-symbol-combination-counter
(CSCC)
SCC is used to estimate the amount of elements that can be gener
ated by formula. The outcome is an indication of whether the virtual
memory space available, is sufficient to account the formula. CSCC is
used to invoke SCC.

To gain some insight into how the functions are called inside Formula, see
figure 4.7, where a call-chart of Formula is drawn.
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NMOS

PMOS
CAPACITOR

RESISTOR

figure 4.7, CaB-chart Formula

Formula (main)

Admill..' ...fOlrix...n....to'----t
Make-sparse

I
Call-symbol-combination-counter --- Symbol-combination-counter

I
I

Reduce-liet-compOller
l

I
Admittance-matrix-generator

I
Make-spre

Prob -N-matrix (numerator)
I EPopper

Layer-reductor ------------ Reduce-and-sort

I Call-num --Numerical-reductor
Prob -N-matrix (denominator)

I
Reduce-list-composer

I
Symbolic-reductor (numerator) --Call-num --Numerical-reductor

SymbolJreductor (denominator) - Call-num --Numerical-reductor

Di,lIOY"
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Chapter 5

Synthesis

5.1 Introduction

Synthesizing a circuit means firstly taking a lot of decisions based on global
rules and formulas concerning

- which circuit topology to select,

- which building blocks to use,

- which transistorized circuit is the best

after which finally, the sizing of the components can take place. Due to
the complexity of analog synthesis I had confined myself to redesign. This
means that the complete circuit schematic of a design is known and no se
lections have to be made concerning topology, building blocks and transistor
configurations. The problem is therefore reduced to sizing the components
of a known circuit.
This sizing of components is not as easy as it might seem in first place. True,
we have the circuitry with its corresponding formulas but we also have a set
of parameter specifications which can conflict with each other, as is most
often the case. We have a set of formulas that has to be solved in such a
way that the set of specifications are satisfied.
The sizing problem is in fact equivalent to finding a global minimum in
an n-dimensional space where the dimensions are formed by the compo
nent parameters. There are several ways to attack this problem. Which to
choose strongly depends on how the description of a circuit by equations
is organised and how complex they are. Another important factor is which
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parameter or parameters are awarded with the most value.
A few examples are:

• An iterative procedure like the Newton Raphson method or one of the
many other gradient methods.

• Accounting everything by a step by step procedure where a route is
laid out along which to proceed towards a solution.

• To direct the search towards a solution in an interactive way by letting
the user adjust specifications or revalue the importance of a parameter.
The Delight Spice system works this way [A-13].
In that case, the system can also point towards conflict situations or
give some sort of advise.

In general there exists no solution for the problem of finding a global solution
in a n-dimensional space. Whatever method is chosen and in spite of ones
certainty that a solution exists, there is no guarantee that the solution is
found.

5.2 Synthesis by use of a cost function

In this case there was a set of complex parameter equations that had to
be solved. I wanted to solve these equations by creating a cost-function of
them, which then had to be minimized.
The cost-function is of the form:

n

cost = ~:)weighti * (parameteri - 8pecificationd)2
i=l

where n is the number of parameters and weigh,t a factor used to stress the
importance of a parameter. The optimal solution is found if the cost is or
approaches zero. To find the optimal solution the cost-function had to be
minimized. Minimizing the cost-function meant to solve a combination of
equations. Combined these equations had, in the case of an eight transistor
circuit, approximately 40 variables.
Fortunately these variables were not completely independent. The model
used was based on a Philips transistor model called the "MOS-model-7"
[C-31] which was implemented in a program called MOSCA [C-34]. Experi
ments with the model (by use of the program) showed that with a chosen DC
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set up, the variance of all the model components was, in a certain range,
approximately linear with the transconductance factor. This meant that
the number of variables of the cost-function could be reduced considerably
. This is done by the following:

1. For every transistor, the value of the model components for a certain
DC set up were accounted while the transconductance variable (Gm)
is set to a chosen value, for example 26 * 10-6 •

2. Every model component belonging to a certain transistor is substituted
by its value times a factor symbol, e.g. Gm1 is set to 26* 10-6 * F1 and
Cgs1 is set to 18 * 10-15 * F1 etcetera. The values can be calculated
by MOSCA according to a chosen voltage Vds and a chosen size of L
of the transistor.
As an example let
Gml = 1* 1O-6 ,Gm2 = 2 * 1O-6 ,Cgsl = 1* 1O- 15 ,Cgs2 = 3 * 10- 15

and A, an arbitrary equation:

A = (Gml * Cgs2 * Gm2) + (Gml * Gml * Cgs1)

After substitution it is transformed to:

3. The range by which linearity approximation could be used is also de
termined using MOSCA, with Gm set to 26 * 10-6 the range of F is:
0.1 < F < 10. This range is not arbitrary but depends strongly on
the correctness of the relations between Gm and the other components.

Remark!!!... The dependency of the model-components of Gm is strongly
related with the operational point of the transistor. Because we have
to reckon with the DC adjustment of the circuit, this relationship is
seldom linear and also different for every transistor. (See also the
test-results section.)

What was used now was a numerical optimization routine that could handle
wild functions with several variables and minimize them. Such method was
not available in the standard VAX library.
After doing some experiments with gradient methods on solving the equa
tions, I decided not to use them because of the complexity of the equations
involved.
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A general method which could be used to solve the problem is the Simplex
Method of NeIder and Mead(1965) [B-25] not to be mistaken with the Sim
plex Method for linear optimization. A general description of this method
can be found in any standard handbook on optimization such as Walsh(1975)
or Wolfe(1978). It was a pity they were not available for me so I was very
lucky to receive a description of this method next to the short introduction
in [B-25] of one of my colleagues. It turned out that there were some dif
ferences in how the method could be applied. Therefore and because of the
difficulty one will presumably have in finding a description of the specific
method implemented, a complete description of the method is given.

5.3 The Simplex Method of NeIder and Mead

5.3.1 General introduction to the Simplex method

In this subsection the basic principles of the Simplex method are described.
In the next subsection a description of the NeIder and Mead variant imple
mented, is given .

• Define: 6, ...., (mflR", m ~ n linear independent.
With XOflR" and Xi = XO + (i, i = 1, .. , m then

is called a m-Simplex in lR".
Xi, i = 0, .. , m is called a Simplex-corner. The connection between two
corners is called a flank , see figure 5.1. If all flanks of a Simplex are
equal then the Simplex is called regular.

Simplex-corner

figure 5.1, regular 2-Simplex. in a two dimensional space
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• Account for every Simplex-corner the function-value /; = I(Xi ) and
determine X g to be the largest Ii- Then
Define: Xcenl = ~ (E~o Xi - X,), called the centroid of the Simplex
(figure 5.2).

• Define: S(XO, Xl, .. , xm) c !Rn is a n-Simplex then

S (XO Xi-I 2Xi Xi X HI X n )reflecl , .. , , refl -, , .. ,

is called the reflected Simplex.
The transformation from

S(XO Xl X n ) S (XO X i - I 2Xi Xi X HI X n ), , .. , ~ reflecl , .. , , refl-' , .. ,

is called the reflection step from Xi == X"

_____________ -:-. Xreflect

.....
.. '

..•... I

I
I,

I
I,

I

I
I

Xg ....--------...'

figure 5.2

• 'Define: The transformation from

( ° 1 n) (-=0 -1 -==)S X ,X , .. ,X ~ Scon/ezp X ,X , .. ,X

~- . . .
with X , Xj = XI + o(XJ - XI) is called:

a cO'1traction if 0 < 0 < 1

an expansion if 0 > 1

obtained from Xi == Xg. These contraction and expansion steps are
uniform (figure 5.3).
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contraction,o = ~

expanBion,o = ~

figure 5.3

The Simplex-method tries, by employing a variety of alternative moves (re
flection, contraction and expansion) on a Simplex, to find a minimum.

5.3.2 The NeIder and Mead method

The difference between the Simplex-method as described before and the
NeIder and Mead variety is found in the facts that next to the uniform con
traction and expansion steps, these steps can be made in several directions
and non-uniform, depending on the circumstances.
The transformation from

S(XO Xl .x0n ) Si,a(XO Xl X n) S(XO X i- l .......X· Xi+l X n), , .. , => " .. , = , .. , " , .. ,

. d b -;-.1X' - Xi (Xi Xi)IS one y - eent + Q eent - .

In case Q = 1: the transformation is a reflection, shown in figure 5.4a
In case 0 < 1 Q 1< 1: the transformation is a contraction. There are two
posibilities for contracting the simplex. This is shown in figure 5.4b and c.
In case 1Q I> 1: the transformation is an expansion, shown in figure 5.4d.
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figure S.4a, Q = 1

figure S.4b, 0 < Q < 1

figure S.4c, -1 < Q < 0

figure S.4d, I Q I> 1
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5.3.3 Start and stop conditionals

It is advised to start with a regular simplex. The standard construction of
such simplex with flank-length 1 is shown. The initial point chosen here is
(00 .. 00).
We place the Simplex-corners in an n by (n+l) matrix

o 0 f3
o f3 0

1
1
o f3 f3 -----+

To find 0 and f3 we have to solve the next two equations:

derived from flank 1 (figure 5.5): 0
2 + (n - I)f32 = 1

derived from flank 2 (figure 5.5): 2(0 - f3)2 = 1

resulting in:

0= n~2 (n - 1+ v(n + 1))

f3=n~(v(n+I)-I)

- flank 2

(,B,a)

(0,0)

figure 5.5
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In general when we want to construct a Simplex with flank length 8:

a= n~2(n-l+J(n+l))8

(3 = n~2(J(n + 1) - 1)8

So Xi = X O + ((3(3 ..a ..(3) (a on i-th position), i = 1,.... ,n .

The expansion factor a ezp is recommended to be 2.
The contraction factor aeon is recommended to be 0.5 .

The stop criterium is given by the normal-deviation:

0-2 = 1 ~(f -/)2
(n + 1) ~ i-

_ 1 n

1= (n + 1)~ Fi

where 0- < ~.

The iteration is stopped when the Simplex has become too small.
A second stop criterium is of course, to limit the amount of iterations.

5.3.4 Conditions and actions

Start with the start Simplex as described above and repeat the following
steps:

- determine Ii = I(X i ) and sort resulting in: In ~ In-l ~ .... ~ 10

- 'reflect S(XO,X1, .. ,Xn) in X n == X g , X" = 2xeent - Xnj 7= I(X")

_ =n = =n
- if I < 10 then X = X~nt + aezp(X~nt - X n); account 1= I(X )

- if f < 10 then X O := X
n

;10 := 7
- if f ~ 10 then X O := X; 10 := f

- if 7 ~ In-l then x n := X
n

; In := 7
_ =n

- if In-l < I ~ In then X = X~nt - aeon(X~nt - xn)
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= ==n
account I = I(X )

If 7 < In then Xi := XO + Qcon(Xi - XO), i = 1, ..n
=n _

else Xn:= X ;/n:= I

This method was implemented and tested.

5.4 First results

The program was tested on the following function:

I(x, y) = (x - y)2 + y2

During the test the following observations were made:

- When no restrictions were made concerning the range of the variables
the minimum was found, independent of the initial-point. The am
mount of iterations necessary was on average the same.

- When restricting the range, depending on the initial-point, problems
occurred with finding the minimum.
It was recognized that this was due to the limited degree of freedom
for the expansion and contraction of the Simplex. The performance
could be improved by varying the expansion and contraction factors.

In testing the method on the cost-function of a single transfer equation with
a restricted variable range this problem was far more serious and the initial
point, had to be a very good guess in order to find the global minimum. The
enlargement of the problem was due to "wildness" of the function, more
local minima, and the amount of variables. No method or approach was
found that solved this problem completely.

5.5 Factor variation

Experiments showed, when a starting point was chosen near a solution, that
there was a very good chance of finding the solution. This observation re
duced the problem a bit towards finding a good initial-point.
The idea of factor variation is based on another observation. When choosing
an arbitrary point it turned out that, after running the program when the
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Proportion table I

x y f(x,y) !
0.5 0.5 0.25 I
0.5 1.5 3.25 I
1.5 0.5 1.25 !

1.5 1.5 2.25 I

minimum was not found, the variables were into a certain proportion. This
proportion could be expected although it strongly depends on the frequency
domain. When the proportion was enlarged, it turned out that it could
converge towards a solution.
This was translated into a routine that beginning with the initial-point (1
1 .. 1), simply tried out all the possible proportions and chose the best one
to continue with the Simplex method.
As an example lets take the function !(x, y) mentioned before. With the
initial-point (1 1) the four possible proportions of x and yare:

(0.5, 1.5) (1.5, 1.5).-----------.I I
I I
I I
I I

I .(1, 1) I
I I
I I
I I
I I

I I

I (0.5,0.5) I (1.5,0.5).-----------.
figure 5.6, Factor test points

The initial-point was (1 1). The proportion variation was ±0.5.
Looking at the results we can conclude that under constraint of minimizing
f(x,y), we have to proceed with the (x,y) proportion (0.50.5).

5.6 Second results

After the implementation of Factor variation in combination with the Sim
plex method I repeated the same experiments as before thereby making the
following observations:

• It was now possible to converge towards a solution by repeating Factor
variation and the Simplex method with the result of one routine fed
into the other.

• The result was still dependent on the choice of the initial-point. In the
case where a solution exists, the worse the choice the more iterations
were needed.

• It is best to start with Factor variation because using the Simplex
method first can lead to the wrong variable proportion that can not
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be overcome by Factor variation. In worst case it turned out that
the two routines could come into a "deadlock" situation. This luckily
could be solved by repeating the Factor variation several times or by
changing the proportion variation.

• The best results were obtained with the initial-point (1 1 .. 1).
In general it was best to start in the center of the variable domain .

• When using the Simplex routine to find a minimum I found that the
routine would find a minimum in approximately 50 iterations. Doing
more iterations showed not to be fruitful. Therefore the amount of
iterations done by the simplex method is set to 50.

As an example in figure 5.7 and 5.8 the search for a global minimum for an
arbitrary function with an x and y variable is shown. The variable range
limits are indicated by the dashed lines. Figure 5.7 shows the points found
in search for a global minimum by use of the combination of the Simplex
and the Factor method. Starting at point 1 with Factor variation results
in a new best point at 2. At point 2 the Simplex method finds a new best
point at 3 after which the Factor method is repeated. At point 8 the Sim
plex method does not find a better point, the Factor method comes up with
point 9. Finally at 10 a solution is found. In figure 5.8 the search for a
global minimum is shown when the Simplex method can not find a better
point after the Factor variation.
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5.7 Test results

Tests done so far, only showed that it was possible to find a solution with
using both methods discussed. Untill now, only the AC-part of the circuit
was looked at. When synthesizing a circuit, also the DC-part had to be
taken in to account. To do this, the following strategy was used:

1. Choose for every transistor a channel length L

2. Choose a DC-operational point for the circuit, and determine for every
transistor:

- Vgs
- VT
- Vds
- Vbs
- Ids

3. Determine the variation range according to the variation of for m
stance: Gm, VT, Vgs or Ids etc.

4. Determine the initial values of the model-components using MOSCA
and determine a correction factor for Cgs, Cgd, Cdb and GO in relation
with the variation of Gm

5. Determine the factor-range for Gm

6. Construct the cost-function

7..Minimize the cost-function

8. Check the DC operational points and if necessary adjust them.
In the latter case, account for the new operational points of the tran
sistors the component-model values, reformat the cost-function and
check the result. If the result is not satisfactory, repeat all steps start
ing with step 3.

Choosing a strategy was relatively easy, but to employ it was more trouble
some. Being directed towards the AC-domain of circuit design, no routines
were written to control the DC-domain. Since the MOS-model-7 was im
plemented in the program called MOSCA, also no routine was written to
calculate the necessary ttansistor-model-components. This meant that after
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every iteration, the DC-values, the model-components, the determination of
the new range and the correction-factors had to be calculated by hand (of
course using MOSCA). It turned out that this was almost impossible and
no circuit was synthesized this way.
It is absolute necessary to include the circuit-DC-operation-point function
and the relation between the transistor-DC-operation-point and the transistor
model-components in the cost-function. This relation is found in the MOS
model-7 There was not enough time left to do this so this is one of the jobs
of which my successor has to take care.
In order to test the reliabilty of the used formulas, the DC voltages and
currents were determined with Philpac, the model-components were derived
by using MOSCA and the transfer function and the phase were calculated
by philpac and by using the formulas. The result is shown in in appendix-B.
The discrepancy between the formula result and the Philpac result is due to
the fact that in Philpac the complete MOS-model-7 is implemented while
the model used by Formula was only a limited version of the MOS-model-7.
The result is good enough to regard the derived formulas as reliable.
This result is sufficient to conclude that, with the circuit-DC-operation-point
function and the relation between the transistor-DC-operation-point and the
transistor-model-components included in the cost-function, at least redesign
is possible. However, before this conclusion can be drawn definitely, more
experimentation will be necessary.

5.8 Conclusion and remarks

The first results regarding the finding of a solution for a set of equations
and a set (the maximum used uptil now during experiments was four) of
conflicting parameter specifications are promising, since good solutions for
different parameter constraints were found. Some remarks have to be made
relating to this statement:

• No guarantee exists that a global solution will be found even if it is
there in principle.

• If a specification for a circuit parameter is on the bounds of what is
possible with the circuit, the more difficult it is to find a solution. The
best results are then gained by repeat~dly doing the Factor variation
(figure 5.8).
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• Factor variation is a very arithmetic intensive job which can easily
get out of hand. In finding an initial solution one should reduce the
amount of variables as much as possible.

• Again, as with the fomula routine, Factor variation can be used, during
the design process by a designer, to get an impression of what influence
a certain component has on a parameter or a set of parameters.

The problem of redesigning a circuit seems to be solved. Because of lack of
time, the DC-adjustment and the neccessary MOS-model-7 formulas could
not be implemented and therefore it was not possible to indeed synthesize
a circuit. The DC-adjustment however, is not viewed as being a problem.
(Adjusting the DC-levels after every iteration step is also done in SCOPA.)
So it is expected that, when the DC-operation relations are included in the
cost-function, redesigning of a circuit by using this tool is possible.

5.9 Program-description

The Simplex method of Neider and Mead is implemented as already de
scribed before, in a separate function called SIMPLEX. To keep the simplex
inside the allowed range, the movements of the simplex are limited where
necessary. This is done by adjusting the expansion, the contraction or the
reflection-factor dynamically, this before every movement.
The input consists, next to the input needed by the Simplex method, of the
cost-function and a variable-list. The latter is generated by a function called
SYMBOL-FINDER.
The cost-function consists of a list of lists:
cost-(unction = ((list-! )(list-2) .... (list-n) )
One such list makes up one parameter-specification part of the cost-function
and consists of 5 parts:
(list-n) = (numerator denominator weight-factor specification test-criterion)
The test-criterion is used inside the simplex routine to test if a specification
is met, e.g. parameter-equation result> than specification. If so then the
contribution of this parameter-specification part to the cost-function is zero.
The test criterion can be =, >, <, >= or =<. The cost-function can be gen
erated by use of the SP22 function.
Also the variation-factor of .the Factor variation method is adjusted in ac
cordance with the allowed range. This meth~d is implemented straightfor
wardly in a separate function called FACTOR.
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Both methods are invoked repeatedly, from a small and very user-unfriendly
routine called SYNTH, format:

(SYNTH (list of parameter-equation numerators)
(list of parameter-equation denominators)
(list of parameter specifications)
(list of parameter weights)
(list of fmin-range for every variable)
(list of fmax-range for every variable)

SYNTH uses SP22 to generate a cost function. The function SP22 is again
a very user-unfriendly routine. SP22 asks for the values of every component
symbol found in the cost-function and substitutes symbols by a factor and
a value:
(Gml * Gm2) is transformed to (Fml * Gml v4lue * Fm2 * Gm2V4lue)

SP22 also allows a correction-factor to be introduced but this is restricted
to a factor, e.g. Fml, or a value-factor combination, e.g.(2 * Fml). In the
latter case
(Gml *Gm2) is transformed to (Fml *(2*Fml *Gml v4Iue ) *Fm2*Gm2v4Iue ).

This however has to be changed. (see also section test-results).
Of these functions only SIMPLEX and FACTOR are ready to use. The
remainder are written to ease the testing.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The purpose was to design a system with which reasonable designs could
be made. A framework was presented with which this was thought to be
possible. The framework was tested with and by expert designers and ac
cepted. Because of the complexity of the problem of analog synthesis, I
restricted myself to redesigns. In doing this, the principal functioning of the
framework could be tested although for doing redesigns, only part of the
proposed frame-work was needed, namely: the planner, the selector-2 and
the evaluator (figure 4.3). In trying to gather the information needed, it
occurred that for the evaluator, necessary and reliable equations could not
be given by the designer.
To solve this problem, a formula-generator was build with which these equa
tions could be derived. Although Formula performs well and is also useful
independent of the synthesis system, problems still exist on how to handle
large circuits. Perhaps this problem can be solved by Sansen at Leuven,
who is working on a program with the same functionality.
The next problem that had to be solved, the sizing of the circuit, was how
to find an optimum for a set of equations according to a set of conflicting
parameter specifications. To solve this problem a cost-function was created
which had to be minimized to find the optimum. The sizing problem was
seen as equivalent to finding a solution in an n-dimensional space where
the dimensions are formed by the component parameters. In the Simplex
Method of NeIder and Mead, not to be mistaken with the Simplex Method
for linear optimization, a general method was found with which this prob
lem could be attacked. Because of the restricted range in which the vari
ables could be varied, the chosen method tur~ed out to be insufficient. The
Factor-variation method was introduced and in combining this method with
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the Simplex method, good results were reached.
As a final test an attempt was made to redesign a circuit. This could not be
done because of a lack of routines, with which it was possible to adjust the
DC-operation-point of the circuit and with which the MOS-model-7 compo
nents could be calculated directly.
It is expected that, when these routines are added, redesign will be possible.
Finally, testing of the derived formulas in accordance with the circuit sim
ulator Philpac showed that the formulas were reliable.

Robin van Raaij, Eindhoven, augustus 1988.
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Appendix-A

VII

figure 4.5, Miller opamp

The circuit-input file is:

(setq name , ..
(0 G S 8

*M1 5 1 7 0 NMOS
M1 6 2 7 0 NMOS
M2 5 5 8 0 NMOS
M2 6 5 8 0 NMOS
M3 3 6 8 0 NMOS
M4 3 9 10 0 NMOS
M5 7 9 10 0 NMOS
M6 9 9 10 0 NMOS
VDD 8 0 DC 5
VSS 10 0 DC -5
VIN 2 1 AC 1
18 9 0
CC 6 3 PF
CL 3 0 PF
RL 3 0 K)")
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.......-- - ----------- -.-- - -"--------_.
Miller, figure 4.5

factor CPU-time Real-time : elements
1000 12.8 19.91 ! 969

999 12.57 17.86 ! 795

100 9.47 10.97 332

99 9.55 11.26 185

10 6.37 7.36 117

9 5.86 8.94 94

1 5.79 8.45 17
seconds seconds

Factor 1000 means that every element < mazimu~eltmtnt is deleted.

M3

M4

figure 4.6, OTA

-----
OTA, figure 4.6

factor CPU=ti~-e- Real-time 1 elements
1000 169.26 238.73 9153
999 166.83 238.73 , 7836
100 104.18 198.57 : 4125
99 104.85 198.57 I 3365
10 62.43 165.13 ! 1766
9 48.65 69.01 I 1685
1 47.93 72.31 I 61

~-

seconds seconds I
-----
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An element has the following form: (* ABC D)
The transfer equation of Miller with factor 10 is listed below:

The numerator is:

The coefficient of P**O is:
(* GH1 GH1 GH2 GH3 2)

The coefficient of P**l is:
(* -1 (* CC GH1 GH1 GH2 2»

The coefficient of P**2 is:
(- (+ (* CC GH1 GH2 CG01 2) (* CC G01 GH2 CG01 2) (* CC GH1 G02 CG01 2»

(+ (* CC G01 GH1 CGS2 2) (* CC GH1 GH2 COSS) (* CC GH1 GH1 CGS2 2)
(* CC GH1 GH2 CGOS) (* CC GH1 GOS CGS2 2) (* CC GH1 GH1 COS2)
(* CC GH1 GH2 CGS1 2) (* CC GH1 GH1 CG01) (* CC GH1 GH2 COS1 2»)

The coefficient of P**3 is:
(- (+ (* CC GH1 CG01 CG01 2) (* CC GH1 CG01 CGS2 4) (* CC GH1 CG01 CG02 2)

(* CC GH1 CG01 COS2 2) (* CC GH2 CG01 CGOS) (* CC GH2 CG01 CGS1 2)
(* CC GH2 CG01 COSS) (* CC GH2 CG01 COS1 2»

(+ (* CC GH1 CG01 CGOS) (* CC GH1 CGS2 COSS 2) (* CC GH1 CG01 CGS1)
(* CC GH1 CG01 COSS) (* CC GH1 COS1 COS2) (* CC GH1 CGS1 CGS2 2)
(* CC GH1 CGS2 CGOS 2) (* CC GH1 COS1 CGS1) (* CC GH1 CGS1 COS2)
(* CC GH1 COS1 CGS2 2) (* CC GH1 COS2 COSS) (* CC GH1 COS2 CGOS)
(* CC GH1 COS1 COSS) (* CC GH1 CG02 CGOS) (* CC GH1 CG02 COSS)
(* CC GH1 COS1 CGOS»)

The coefficient of P**4 is:
(+ (* CC COS1 CGS1 CG02 2) (* CC COS1 CGS1 CGS2 2) (* CC CG01 CGS1 COS2 2)

(* CC CG01 CG01 CGOS) (* CC CG01 COS1 CGS1 3) (* CC CG01 COS1 CGS2 4)
(* CC CG01 CG02 COSS) (* CC CG01 CGS1 CGS2 4) (* CC CG01 COS1 CG02 2)
(* CC CG01 COS1 CGOS) (* CC CG01 CGS1 CG02 2) (* CC CG01 COS1 COS1)
(* CC CG01 COS1 COS2 2) (* CC CG01 COS1 COSS) (* CC CG01 CG01 COSl 2)
(* CC CG01 CG02 CGOS) (* CC CG01 CGS2 COSS 2) (* CC COS1 COS1 CGS1)
(* CC CG01 CG01 COSS) (* CC CG01 CG01 CGS1 2) (* CC CG01 COS2 CGOS)
(* CC COS1 CGS1 COS2) (* CC CG01 CGS2 CGOS 2) (* CC CG01 COS2 COSS»
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The denominat~r is:

The coefficient of P**O is:
(+ (* GL GOl GMl G02 2) (* GMl G02 GM2 G03 2) (* GL GOl G02 GM2 2)

(* GL GOl GMl GM2 2) (* GMl G02 GM2 G04 2) (* GOl GMl GM2 G03 2)
(* GL GMl G02 G02 2) (* GOl GMl GM2 G04 2) (* GL GMl G02 GM2 2)
(* GL GOl GOl GM2 2»

The coefficient of P**l is:
(+ (* CC GL GMl GM2 2) (* CC GMl G02 GM3 2) (* CC GMl GM2 GM3 2)

(* CC GMl G02 GM2 2) (* CL GMl G02 GM2 2) (* CC GMl GM2 G04 2)
(* CC GMl GM2 G03 2) (* CC GL GMl G02 2) (* CC GL GOl GM2 2»

The coefficient of P**2 is:
(+ (* CC CL GMl GM2 2) (* CC CL GMl G02 2) (* CC CL GOl GM2 2»

The coefficient of P**3 is:
(+ (* CC CL GM2 CGSl 2) (* CC CL GMl COSl) (* CC CL GMl CG02 2)

(* CC CL GM2 CGOS) (* CC CL GMl COS2 2) (* CC CL GOl CGS2 4)
(* CC CL GMl CGOl 2) (* CC CL GMl CGS2 4) (* CC CL GM2 COSl 2)
(* CC CL GM2 COSS»

The coefficient of P**4 is:
(+ (* CC CL COSl CGS2 4) (* CC CL CG02 CGOS) (* CC CL COS2 COSS)

(* CC CL COS2 CGOS) (* CC CL CG02 COSS) (* CC CL CGOl CGOS)
(* CC CL COSl COSS) (* CC CL CGOl CGSl 2) (* CC CL CGSl CG02 2)
(* CC CL CGOl COSS) (* CC CL COSl CGOS) (* CC CL CGS2 COSS 2)
(* CC CL COSl COSl) (* CC CL CGOl COSl 2) (* CC CL COSl COS2 2)
(* CC CL CGSl CGS2 4) (* CC CL COSl CG02 2) (* CC CL CGS2 CGOS 2)
(* CC CL COSl CGSl 2) (* CC CL CGSl COS2 2»
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Appendix-B

Formula test results compared with the Philpac results:
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Circuit diagram of a 'NIPO' opamp (N-well process).
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Jl(10,6)6e-6 S

NTPA1(4.0,5,9),VU.5.6,LU.6.6,MULT.l S

NTPA2(7,1,5,9),VU.5.6,LU.6.6,MULT.l S

PTPA3(4,4,10,10),VU.I0.4,LU.6.6,MULT.l S

PTPA4(7,4,10,10),VU.I0.4,LU.6.6,MULT.l S

NTPA5(5,6,9,9),VU.3,LU.6.6,WULT.l S

PTPA6(3,7,10,10),VU.19.4,LU.6.6,MULT.l S

NTPA7(3,6,9,9),VU.3,LU.6.6,MULT.l S

PTPA8(8,9,3,3),VU.3.2,LU.I0,MULT.l S

NTPA9(8,10,3,9),VU.5.4,LU.40,MULT.l S

NTPAI0(6,6,9,9),VU.3,LU.6.6,MULT.l S

Cl(7,1)2.6e-12 S

C2(3,O)128e-15 S

IND S

AC S

f.CN(10,lOMC,30) S

P~:DBPBA(VN(3» S

PL:DBPBA(VN(3»S

endS

Jun S
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